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Who Are We?

• A staff of 65+ degreed meteorologists
• Dedicated team of top Transportation Weather Experts
  • 3 Certified Consulting Meteorologists
  • Average experience of 12 years
• 50+ years in the business of providing accurate forecasts for Surface Transportation

Diverse highly-qualified staff from top universities across the country
DTN/Meteorlogix
Diverse, highly-qualified and experienced

- Providing accurate and timely forecasts of transportation-critical elements updated hourly
- Experienced consultation focused around key weather decisions
- Utilizing the latest technology combined with a high level of expert interaction
New!

Industry Discussions and “Consult-A-Met”

- Live interactive forums and discussions tailored for the transportation industry
- Direct access to the expertise and experience of our meteorology staff
- Time and critical updates allow you stay on top of developing weather
Midwest Transportation Highlights

Thursday Sep 5, 2007

Moisture Merges For Tough Working Conditions
Showers and storms building from the south and developing along a front will come together making for unsettled weather. [Read Full Blog Post]
Posted at 02:46PM Sep 5, 2007 | Post a Comment

Comments (2)
We sort expect much in the way of severe storms...
Posted by Xing at 10:31AM Sep 5, 2007

Are we looking at possible flooding? Thanks!
Posted by Jim Johnson at 10:22AM Sep 5, 2007

Wednesday Sep 5, 2007

Increasing Rain Chances Over Mid-Mississippi Valley
Showers and thunderstorms building northward across the Southern Plains and into the Mid-Mississippi Valley today. [Read Full Blog Post]
Posted at 02:25PM Sep 5, 2007 | 0 Comments | Post a Comment

Major winter storm to pack a punch
A strong low pressure system developing across the Texas Panhandle will strengthen and spread a large swath of heavy snow, wind and ice into the Upper Midwest Wednesday and Thursday. [Read Full Blog Post]
Posted at 12:52AM Sep 5, 2007 | 8 Comments | Post a Comment

Tuesday Sep 4, 2007

Some Delays Over Northern Great Lakes, Lower Missouri Valley
Cold front brings showers and storms to the Northern Great Lakes with activity expected over the Lower Missouri Valley and in between it will be hot. [Read]
DTN/Meteorlogix – Accurate Forecasts and Quality Assurance

- Experienced Staff
- Geographically Diverse
- Advanced Technology

**Transportation Team**

**Quality Assurance Team**
- Hourly Q/C of critical products
- Daily, monthly and seasonal verifications

**Accurate Forecasts and Consultation**
- Hourly updates tuned to reality
- Interactive forums with direct met access
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